It is so arranged that cold water must be turned on first, so that the danger of scalding a helpless patient is lessened. The supply comes either through the bottom of the bath or over the top. In several designs the waste-pipe is exposed and removable, so that it may be brushed through with ease to prevent accumulation of dirt. It is also easy to get at the source of the mischief if the waste water does not run away. A special hospital bath is fitted with three indiarubber-tyred wheels ; on the small front wheel there is a brake to keep the bath from running when in use.
The sinks for cleansing bed-pans and urine bottles are very thorough in their arrangements ; they are provided with a rising spray and jet, one of which is worked by a treadle, and the other by a self-closing valve. The treadle is arranged so that as soon as the foot is removed the flushing cistern is discharged, thus the sink is automatically washed out immediately after use. One of these sinks has a brass-bound glass cover, made tight by means of a rubber joint, to prevent the danger of any offensive matter spreading beyond the rolled edge. The cover is hinged, and connected by a rod to the flushing cistern, so that each time the sink is used the cistern discharges, and an upward jet sprays into every 
